
Bass Lake Book Club December 2020

BL Book Club 
Sunday January 10th @ 2pm 

Indians on Vacation 
by Thomas King 
September 2020 

Julie 
• read it in the summer right before I left and right before Michelle - multi borrowed 

library copy 
• really enjoyed it - read it in a day 
• loved the characters - I wish I knew them - with they were friends of mine 
• loved the interaction between them - she independent - go do her own thing 
• raise a lot of important issues - how people on a daily basis deal with whatever 

hand they are dealt with 
• he deals with prejudice etc. in life’d manner - not being a victim 
• never read him before - really clever way of going through a journey - so real 

Wendy 
• parts of it I enjoyed - but kept putting it down and have to make self go back to it 
• enjoyed the humour, personification of anxieties/neuroses, the way political 

commentary thrown in without dwelling on it 
• shocked to learn of similar instances - irony of freezing to death due to frostbite 

injuries because denied accommodation in Banff (1984) 
• wondered a bit about the metaphor about the watched and time - not understand it 

Catherine 
• never read King before - have tried to read Inconvenient Truth but not get through 

it 
• I loved this - loved the devices (we’re in Prague), he names all his emotional issues 
• love the humour - one of my new favourites - will read more of his stuff 

Michelle 
• really loved it for the same reasons as Catherine 
• also last year at this time we had just come back from Prague (World Juniors) so we 

were at all the same places they visit (list off) 
• Michelle like Bird, Johan like Mimi 

https://www.harpercollins.ca/9781443460545/indians-on-vacation/
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• think I share some of his neuroses 
• enjoy his writing style… have read ‘Obsidian’ - like the deadpan style 
• all of these indigenous issues come up and are discussed but raised and discussed 

but not go on about it in a victim-y way - state the fact and move on 

Enid 
• Don’t get me wrong, I love the DreadfulWater Mysteries, but this is the (fictional) 

Thomas King I long for… the sardonic, comic Thomas we all love.   
• Smart, snappy, fast-paced, funny all bundled up together with a biting - deadpan - 

critique of just about everything there is to critique… it takes me back to my 
younger days and Saturday mornings spent listening to the Dead Dog Cafe on the 
CBC. 

• King is also having fun with his own life and career… sly - and not so sly - pokes at 
and/or references to his own life… protagonists living in Guelph, GReek-CHerokee 
heritage, Walt Whitman’s Song of Myself, and the ‘truth about stories’… that they 
are dangerous things, and how story and memory blur together to create - invent - 
history.   

• This book is packed full of his sharp - keen - insights into the human condition… 
the individual is/as the universal, and vice-versa.   

• He rails against injustice, encouraging us to be better and find faith without 
dragging one down into the depths of despair.  

• A funny book for difficult times.  We need some levity in life... this is just the ticket! 

Cathy 
• I enjoyed Indians on Vacation but found the last third weak.   
• From the point where Bird admits to the affair with Naomi it seemed to lose focus.   
• They did not really deal with the grandfather’s bundle and the two of them just 

seemed to take turns being unwell in Prague.   
• It was not what I expected which was a tour of Europe (not just Prague) by 

descendants looking for answers to an ancestor’s life.   
• That said, it did raise important issues and was cleverly humourous.   
• Loved the personification of his four anxieties and how they overtook his thoughts 

in daily life. 

Peter 
• take off from what Cathy wrote (above) 
• my own comment - I not see the focus from start to finish 

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/rewind/dead-dog-cafe-comedy-hour-1.2801276
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• I tend to bias against books that hop around from spot to spot and time to time 
• so what is this?  it’s almost like here we are with Bird, in Prague, drift around a lot 
• seemed directionless for want of a better word 
• the four ghosts were great - humour very sharp and incisive - raises lots of good 

issues 
• I happily read it - glad to keep going with it 
• at the end of it… what’s this book about? where’s it going? 
• how describe role in the book - could he be a spirit guide - more or less telling him 

what to do 
• weird - in Prague but wish he were back in Guelph, or on the West Coast 

Donna 
• only half way through it… 

MaryAnn 
• Not read it yet 
• Bird - get where that name come from but Mimi - (Enid: can’t find any reference to 

why that name) 

General Discussion… 

• one sentence - group decide to live simply - fire out but embers still burning 

• at the end - he stifles his anxieties - where he is OK - he’s ready to embark on 
whatever is next - his anxieties are now quiet - optimistic for the first time 

• now he’s strong enough to have purpose 

• Inconvenient Indian - talks about story and history - heavy - can’t read it have to 
put it aside 

• Joseph Boyden - they are very good - very different style 

• Dead Dog Cafe - little vignettes - like written by a skit writer 
• Stories - not have to be true to prosper - a great lie can be a success 
• how true… especially in the current (political) context 
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• one point where he talks about a residential school - being eloctrocuted 
• see below re CBC Interactive 

• how do we move forward - can dwell in the negativity - can’t move forward 

• lack fo direction - not to tell us a specific story 
• provide a platform to stop and think 
• a steady plot not required 
• bang on - opening it to all of us about what impact to have and what comes next 
• how can we serve, how can we help - and he not limit to indigenous issues 
• they are inter-connected… 

• artefact of oral story telling tradition 
• think about Crow by Amy Spurway - very stream of consciousness 
• go off on little divergence - then come back to Prague 

• issues - such a light touch you almost forget about them - not stick together 

• Mimi just accepts Bird - does her own thing - needs the break some days 
• love him despite all his demons 
• what it’s like to be in a relationship 
• so real - stresses and tensions - but enduring closeness - the affair notwithstanding 

• have 4 brothers - one married on a reserve - Christian Island (Georgian Bay) 
• has lots of issues - recently reconnected 
• two daughters - half Scots, half Ojibway - struggle with his desertion 
• a lot of things in novel I read from first person perspective (I have a close 

relationship with) - she only one on non-native side of family who has maintained a 
connection with her 

• sometimes difficulty between us - so much trauma she’s carrying - 
intergenerational trauma 

• so this book helped me think about relating to my nieces 
• ALSO time spent on reserve and in communities in Northern Quebec 
• stories about hunting and resources 
• so much that we take for granted…  

• Braiding Sweetgrass by Robin Wall Kimmerer - botanist - Indigenous relationship 
with nature 

https://milkweed.org/book/braiding-sweetgrass
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• Enid has copy if anyone up here wants to borrow 
• Donna will borrow… let me know who would like it next 
• Our Western World just beginning to tap the understanding of the way in which so 

much of our world is inter-related and inter-connected 
• Indigenous communities have understood this for thousands of years - there is lots 

for us to learn here 

• Interesting story… Peter wrote a story about missing grandsons 
• got a hard copy of it - illustrated to boot - for Christmas - Gorgeous!! 

• Happy Birthday to Charlie (it was yesterday… January 9th) 

• Bragging:  MaryAnn… Give $$ to granddaughters - their job is to give it to charity 
• this year they donated to Kelly Shires - they wrote a letter about why they wanted to 

donate their money this way 
• beautiful letter 
• They are 5 and 9 years old. 

• Not much reading lately - friend died on Monday - a home death - an honour to be 
invited 

• Busted him out of hospital and got him home for his final days 
• Set up a palliative care unit at home… it was a good death 
• Doug Wilson - Toronto Star obituary 

• Important to take these actions to ground us to what is really important 
• a wonderful gift 
• the phones calls, the ZOOM calls, making contact, showing up is so important. 
• a lot of people wait for the room to be clear - to die - because they don’t want to 

upset or disturb… they want to leave peacefully 

• Bragging:  MaryAnn and Enid - presented with the St. Lazarus award for kindness 
• 900 year old organization that took care of the lepers in Jerusalem 
• international support palliative and hospice - at Hospice Muskoka they’ve raised 

almost $500 000 

• Julie - shopping at Christmas - Be Kind baseball hat - had to buy it! 

https://www.legacy.com/obituaries/thestar/obituary.aspx?n=douglas-carl-wilson&pid=197463225&fhid=17709
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Other Reads… and watches… 

As previously shared… a little additional reading/viewing: 

• Margaret Atwood and Thomas King In Conversation… including a discussion 
about cultural appropriation. (sent previously under separate cover) 

• Piece about Michele Latimer, the sweetheart of the indigenous film community 
since she really came into the forefront of the public eye back with her series 
RISE - which, after Sundance, played HotDocs and did the school screening 
circuit across Ontario.   (also sent previously under separate cover) 
◦ Link here to article. 

• New article on identity, written by Waub Rice, in response to Michele Latimer 
situation, published on Dec 23rd at OpenBook.  
◦ Link here to read article. 

• Globe and Mail article, published November 2020, by Drew Hayden Taylor titled 
Indigenous characters belong in non-Native literature too, as long as they are 
written with respect 

• Includes his discussion of the ‘Gospels of Native Literature’… based on 
the seven Gandfather teachings… 

◦ Respect. If you’re putting one of us in your book to make money, just 
keep moving. If you’re putting one of us in your book as a sign of 
respect, pull up a chair. 

New stuff sharing today… 

David A Robertson reviews Indian on Vacation 

CBC Interactive on St. Anne’s Residential School 
• they built an electric shock chair 

Quill and Quire starred review 
• discusses how this is a post-modernist novel 
• addressed some of Peter’s discombobulation 

Truth and Reconciliation Commission 
• Find all the documents and reports at the website 

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/books/video-margaret-atwood-and-thomas-king-together-in-the-globes-book-club/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/books/video-margaret-atwood-and-thomas-king-together-in-the-globes-book-club/
http://www.streelfilms.com/about
http://www.streelfilms.com/about
https://www.thestar.com/entertainment/2020/12/21/michelle-latimer-resigns-from-cbc-television-series-trickster.html
http://open-book.ca/Columnists/Indigenous-Identity-and-the-Responsibilities-of-Telling-Stories?utm_source=Open+Book+Foundation+List&utm_campaign=01fecc32c3-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_11_9_2020_13_40_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3439e8fec8-01fecc32c3-141221769
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/books/article-indigenous-characters-belong-in-non-native-literature-too-as-long-as/
https://www.theglobeandmail.com/arts/books/article-indigenous-characters-belong-in-non-native-literature-too-as-long-as/
http://hamiltonreviewofbooks.com/blog/2020/11/16/david-a-robertson-reviews-thomas-kings-indians-on-vacation
https://newsinteractives.cbc.ca/longform/st-anne-residential-school-opp-documents
https://quillandquire.com/review/indians-on-vacation/
http://www.trc.ca/
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Various on death and dying… and/or changing your life… 

• CBC Interview on death and dying 
• https://www.cbc.ca/radio/whitecoat/it-s-not-what-you-see-in-the-movies-doctor-

demystifies-dying-1.5496491 

• Bronnie Ware 
• https://bronnieware.com/blog/regrets-of-the-dying/ 

• Finding Your Element Sir Ken Robinson 
• http://sirkenrobinson.com/finding-your-element/ 

• Up on Cripple Creek… 
• Peter’s choice for a song for the times 

• Simple Abundance: A Daybook of Comfort and Joy 

• It’s Never Too Late to Begin Again 

• Goddesses Never Age: You’re Best Years Are Ahead 

• You Are Awesome: How to Navigate Change, Wrestle with Failure, and Live an 
Intentional Life by Neil Pasricha 
• came out in November 2020 

Literary Events 

UPDATE from Cathy re Mary Lawson having a new book coming out!  
• A Town Called Solace… out February 16th, 2021 

• Save the date:  March 18 at 7 pm. 
• Virtual event with Mary Lawson (Crow Lake, Road Ends) through our Friends of 

the Library.   
• She has a new book (after 10 years) set in northern Ontario called A Town Called 

Solace.   

https://www.cbc.ca/radio/whitecoat/it-s-not-what-you-see-in-the-movies-doctor-demystifies-dying-1.5496491
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/whitecoat/it-s-not-what-you-see-in-the-movies-doctor-demystifies-dying-1.5496491
https://bronnieware.com/blog/regrets-of-the-dying/
http://sirkenrobinson.com/finding-your-element/
http://www.apple.com
http://www.sarahbanbreathnach.com/simpleabundance
https://juliacameronlive.com/books-by-julia/its-never-too-late-to-begin-again/
https://www.drnorthrup.com/goddesses-never-age-best-years-ahead/
https://www.neil.blog/you-are-awesome-book-neil-pasricha
https://www.neil.blog/you-are-awesome-book-neil-pasricha
http://www.marylawson.ca/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.ca/books/653826/a-town-called-solace-by-mary-lawson/9780735281271
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• She will be joining us from London, England.   
• Cost for the link will be $10.   
• I will keep you posted. 

• Enid has a copy of Crow Lake on her bookshelf if anyone wants to borrow it. 

NEXT READS… 

• All on Sunday @ 2pm 
• April date subject to co-ordination with Farzana… 

February 14th:  The Pull of the Stars by Emma Donoghue 
March 14th:  Baking Cakes in Kigali by Gaile Parkin 
April 11th: Seven by Farzana Doctor (please purchase the book and Farzana 

will join us…)…  See Quill and Quire starred review 

http://www.marylawson.ca/books/
https://www.harpercollins.ca/9781443461788/the-pull-of-the-stars/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/126948/baking-cakes-in-kigali-by-gaile-parkin/
https://www.dundurn.com/books/Seven
https://quillandquire.com/review/seven/

